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A TRIBUTE FROM THE ADVISORS OF THE  
DENVER LAW REVIEW IN HONOR OF THE LAW REVIEW’S  

ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY 

ALAN K. CHEN, IAN FARRELL, NANCY LEONG, JUSTIN MARCEAU,  
VIVA R. MOFFAT, & ELI WALD† 

Nancy Leong: Hi colleagues! I’m excited that we have the chance to 
honor the Denver Law Review’s 100th anniversary by reflecting together 
on the past, present, and future of legal scholarship. 

Much has changed since the early days of the Denver Law Review. It 
was known back then as the “Denver Bar Association Record,” and begin-
ning with the first issue in December 1923, it also included the minutes of 
the Denver Bar Association!1 Perusing the early issues of the publication 
is a fascinating look at the history of the institution and its role in the com-
munity. For example, Volume 1, Issue 1, notes that, at the time of publi-
cation, “[t]he library of the Denver Bar Association contains 6,425 vol-
umes, and is considered one of the best law libraries in the West.”2 The 
same Issue also brags of the library’s recent acquisition of “Wigmore on 
Evidence.”3 Although the Denver Law Review has evolved over the years, 
it has clearly played a central role in the Colorado legal community’s in-
tellectual life from the beginning. 

Eli Wald: The growth of the Denver Law Review over the past cen-
tury reflects the evolution of law reviews and legal scholarship. Over the 
years, corresponding with the gradual rise of legal scholarship in terms of 
the quality and scope of research, length, and productivity, the journal has 
stopped publishing the minutes of bar associations’ meetings and other 
short professional features, instead focusing its attention on longer, 
well-researched and well-documented law review articles. These articles 
analyze complex doctrines and are designed to inform policy discussions, 
influence courts, and guide the practice of lawyers. As the content pub-
lished by the Denver Law Review has shifted to more scholarly articles, so 
has the identity of its authors, who are increasingly nationally recognized 
subject-matter experts, law professors, and judges. In recent years, the 
journal has settled on publishing four issues annually, including a 
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symposium issue and a Tenth Circuit survey issue. In 2010, the journal 
added the Denver Law Review Forum, imagined as a “readily accessible, 
fleet-footed supplement,” intended to promote timely “discussion of im-
portant legal issues and to aid in the development of new ideas.”4 

Viva Moffat: The Tenth Circuit survey issue has been one of the 
Denver Law Review’s enduring contributions to the broader legal commu-
nity, reflecting the significance of the law school and the Law Review in 
the region. With the Tenth Circuit survey issue, the Law Review has been 
able to engage with judges and practitioners on matters of particular rele-
vance to the students at the law school—many of whom go on to practice 
in the Tenth Circuit—and to practicing lawyers in the Rocky Mountain 
region and beyond. Some of the earliest topics included the Tenth Circuit’s 
“experimentation” with computerized legal research, case summaries il-
lustrating “the tension between development of western energy sources 
and environmental concerns,” and a practitioner’s guide to the Tenth Cir-
cuit.5 More recently, the articles have ranged from a critique of the Tenth 
Circuit’s handling of the conflict between state marijuana law and federal 
tax and banking law; an overview of Colorado school discipline law; and 
an examination of a copyright case in which a professor at the University 
of Denver’s Lamont School of Music was the lead plaintiff.6 Judges have 
been frequent contributors to the annual issue, and so have practitioners 
and government officials. The most recent development in the evolution 
of the Tenth Circuit survey issue is the journal’s commitment to support 
and report the results of the Tenth Circuit Database Project. As described 
by Professor Wyatt Sassman, who leads the project, the goal is “to create 
a more detailed, more comprehensive database for studying judicial be-
havior on the Tenth Circuit.”7 This is a hallmark of the Law Review’s ser-
vice to the law school and the legal community beyond the law school. 

Ian Farrell: In addition to the Tenth Circuit survey issue, the Law 
Review has also contributed both to scholarship per se and to the Colorado 
community by publishing academic articles on important issues of legis-
lative reform. One such example is the death penalty. Colorado abolished 
the death penalty in March 2020—due in no small part to empirical re-
search by legal scholars. For instance, a 2015 article in the Law Review 
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demonstrated through original statistical research that prosecutors in Col-
orado were more likely to seek the death penalty against minority defend-
ants than against white defendants.8 It is all too easy for legislative deci-
sions to be knee-jerk reactions to moral panic or short-term political expe-
diency. Involving academic voices in the legislative process to comple-
ment, and often counterbalance, other perspectives is crucial to ensure that 
policy is instead grounded in data, reason, and depth of thought. This also 
demonstrates that legal scholarship is not just an ivory-tower exercise but 
can also be a genuine force for progress. 

Alan Chen: Having been at the University of Denver Sturm College 
of Law the longest of any of the faculty advisors, I have had the oppor-
tunity to watch the Law Review evolve over a generation during which it 
has flourished as a respected academic publication. Some of my fondest 
memories are from the years 1995 to 1999, when the junior faculty formed 
a collaboration with the Law Review to hold an annual Legal Theory sym-
posium. 

The faculty had observed that while we wrote in many different areas 
of law, there were often crosscutting themes that connected our work in 
unexpected ways. We started a legal theory reading group, sometimes 
joined by some of the Law Review’s editors, in which we would read lead-
ing articles in an area of legal theory over the course of an academic year, 
culminating in a live symposium with nationally renowned scholars as 
well as some of us contributing papers for the symposium. The themes for 
these annual symposia were the Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine, the 
New Private Law, Coercion, InterSEXionality, and Habermas and the 
Law.9 Not only were these intellectually engaging topics, but also they 
allowed us to bring in prominent scholars to the law school to interact with 
our faculty and publish in the Law Review. Among those who participated 
and published were Larry Alexander, Albert Alschuler, Ian Ayres, Mary 
Becker, Patricia Cain, Mary Anne Case, Daniel Farber, Katherine Franke, 
Clayton Gillette, Jürgen Habermas, Thomas Merrill, Frank Michelman, 
Gary Peller, Dorothy Roberts, Jane Schacter, Frederick Schauer, Brian Ta-
manaha, and Francisco Valdes.10  
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Over time, as exciting as it was, the project ran out of steam and fac-
ulty were pulled in many different directions, but for someone just starting 
out in their academic career, it was a wonderful opportunity for engage-
ment. And none of it would have been possible without the Denver Law 
Review! 

Nancy: What a terrific piece of institutional history, Alan—I had no 
idea this collaboration had taken place, and it sounds like a wonderful 
event both for junior faculty and for the whole law school community! 

One of my own favorite Denver Law Review memories from my un-
tenured years is the Volume 91 symposium called Revisiting Sex: Gender 
& Sex Discrimination Fifty Years After the Civil Rights Act.11 It was an 
amazing event that featured a keynote by Vicki Schultz, later converted to 
article form and published as Taking Sex Discrimination Seriously.12 Pro-
fessor Schultz’s memorable talk explained that Title VII was the catalyst 
for progress in its early years because it effectively challenged stereotypes 
based on sex and gender. The legislation worked “because the leaders of 
the emerging women’s rights movement pulled activists together to mount 
a strong, clear, concerted challenge to the existence and relevance of sex 
difference.”13 Going forward, Professor Schultz also challenged us to think 
about how and why stereotypes come into being—for example, many ste-
reotypes that result in workplace discrimination are actually produced and 
reinforced at work “through institutional practices.”14 This talk, and the 
symposium in general, stand out in my memory as an intellectually form-
ative experience that took place in our own building! These ideas stick 
with me even today and have been very helpful to my own research on 
race, identity, and stereotyping.  
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How about the rest of you? What are some other favorite symposia 
and other events from over the years? 

Viva: In 2009, I worked with the Law Review on the annual sympo-
sium, this one titled Cyber Civil Rights. The symposium was one of the 
first to address the then nascent but already deeply troubling issues sur-
rounding harassment, privacy, and speech on the internet. These issues are 
obviously only more relevant—and at least as troubling—today, and the 
symposium highlighted the work of several scholars whose work contin-
ues to be influential in this area, including Danielle Citron, Mary Anne 
Franks, Eric Goldman, James Grimmelmann, Paul Ohm, and Helen Nor-
ton. In some significant ways, Professor Citron launched the conversation 
on this topic, making the case that there is both “practical and normative 
value [in] seeing online harassment as a discrimination problem.”15 Look-
ing back at the symposium pieces, it is striking to see both how much has 
changed but also how valuable this early work has been in shaping the 
current conversation and moving the debate forward today. This sympo-
sium is just one example of the Law Review’s thoughtful selection of top-
ics of significance. And on a personal note, it was a real pleasure to work 
with the Law Review editors on this—they were deeply invested in the 
topic and in the success of the symposium, and it was an excellent event. 

Alan: I agree with Viva that the Law Review has always done an ex-
cellent job in selecting timely and important symposium topics. Another 
example is its 2004 symposium on Post-9/11 Civil Rights.16 In the after-
math of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, government concerns about national se-
curity led to the enactment of several initiatives that created tangible 
threats to civil liberties around the country, and in particular to communi-
ties of color. The editors organized a fascinating symposium featuring a 
national ACLU attorney working on issues affecting Arab, Muslim, and 
South Asian communities; a Colorado state representative who was the 
President of the Colorado Federalist Society; and Professor Erwin 
Chemerinsky, a nationally recognized constitutional law expert.17 I was 
also honored to speak at and write a piece for this symposium.18 Exposing 
our law school to a range of thinking about these issues is an important 
way of generating discourse among faculty, students, and other commu-
nity members. My favorite memory from this conference is that after it 
was over, there was a huge line of students asking Professor Chemerinsky 
to autograph their constitutional law casebooks! After he patiently signed 
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every single one, I told him, “Erwin, you are the first ever rock star law 
professor!” 

Eli: In 2011, in a special issue called Class and American Legal Ed-
ucation, the editors of the Law Review invited UCLA Law School’s Pro-
fessor Richard Sander to author the lead contribution, spurring a discus-
sion about socioeconomic diversity in the legal academy; its relationship 
with other forms and types of diversity, including racial diversity; and the 
future of affirmative action.19 The Law Review assembled an all-star lineup 
of interdisciplinary scholars to respond to Professor Sander’s paper, in-
cluding Richard Lempert, Richard Kahlenberg, Deborah Malamud, Deir-
dre Bowen, Daniel Kiel, Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Amber Fricke, Arin 
Reeves, Danielle Holley-Walker and L. Darnell Weeden.20 The editors 
then gave Professor Sander the opportunity to reply.21 I was impressed 
with the editors’ commitment to robustly explore a set of timely, signifi-
cant, and sometimes controversial issues and claims, while modeling a 
civil and respectful discourse. 

Justin Marceau: I share my colleagues’ enthusiasm for the Law Re-
view’s excellent and timely symposia in recent years. The Law Review has 
not been afraid to take up new topics, and to do so in a way that highlights 
the journal’s tolerance for creativity. In 2018, the Law Review hosted a 
symposium titled, Uproar: The Intersection of Animals and the Law.22 To 
my knowledge, this was the first time a general interest, flagship law re-
view hosted a symposium entirely devoted to the topic of animal law. The 
symposium was so provocative and well received that I continue to receive 
emails from the public and colleagues across the country inquiring 
whether the law school will sponsor another “Uproar” event in the future.  

For me personally, the symposium was very meaningful because it 
helped me connect with a number of scholars whose work has shaped the 
way I think about the animal law field. Indeed, I think it is fair to treat this 
symposium as one of the catalysts for the Animal Law Program that now 
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(starting in 2021) exists at the Sturm College of Law. One of the panels 
for the symposium is, to this day, one of my favorite events that I have 
ever attended. It was a panel on free speech and transparency that was 
composed of a free speech legal scholar (Alan Chen), a leading political 
scientist who had recently completed an undercover investigation at a 
slaughterhouse (Timothy Pachirat), and a prominent Canadian animal law-
yer who oversees undercover investigations (Camille Labchuk). There 
were also talks by Vikram Amar, a leading civil rights scholar and now 
the Dean of the University of Illinois; Steve Wise, the founder of the 
Non-Human Rights Project; Kristen Stilt, a leading legal scholar and the 
director of the Harvard Animal Law Program; and a keynote by the phi-
losopher, legal scholar, and public intellectual, Martha Nussbaum. Profes-
sor Nussbaum’s Denver Law Review essay is regularly invoked in the field 
and serves as a path-marking piece of scholarship that culminated in her 
book that published just this year, Justice For Animals: Our Collective 
Responsibility.23 I think this symposium is a microcosm of the good work 
the Law Review has been doing—attracting key figures to talk, not just 
about what they have already become famous for, but rather pushing new 
boundaries and new directions in legal scholarship. 

Alan & Eli: Through the hard work and dedication of its editors, the 
Denver Law Review has established itself as a leading platform for the 
publication of outstanding legal scholarship. Publishing unsolicited man-
uscripts, as well as the Tenth Circuit survey and symposia issues, the Law 
Review has contributed for a century now to clarifying, informing, and 
shaping the law; to improving the practice of law; and to protecting the 
Rule of Law. We are proud to serve as advisors to this venerable institu-
tion. Fifty years ago, our colleague Ved Nanda authored a tribute to the 
Law Review on the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary.24 We look forward 
to supporting the journal, its editors, and its mission, and to celebrating its 
150th anniversary! 
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